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The proper use of science is not to conquer nature,
but to live in it.
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Barry Commoner

Dear Readers, responsibility to work towards greener electronics 

p r o d u c t s  b y  a d o p t i n g  g r e e n  c o m p u t i n g  a n d  Nowadays, all major products and services are focusing 
environmentally responsible production technologies. It on making the environment greener and less polluting. 
also paves way to new areas and business opportunities There has been a surge in demand for greener products 
which can help in the growth of our company.and services. Any industry in the present world can 

o survive only if the growth is in sync with nature. This issue of Keltron 360 has an article on Controlled 

Innovations are happening in the field of hybrid fuels Environment Agriculture and role of Electronics and also an 

and greener energy generating methods. Electronics overview of National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT). The 

has been in the forefront of initiating the change in this issue also announces winners of Onam 2016 literary and 

regard. Solar energy, wind energy, tidal energy, hybrid photography competitions. We believe that all of you will 

fuels, electronics assisted farming etc. have the enjoy this issue also. 

presence of Electronics as a major factor in enabling the Make sure to share your valuable suggestions and 
change. As an electronics manufacturer, we have the comments with us  at  keltron360@gmail.com
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Dear Colleagues, Ceramics Limited (KECL) had turnover of 
Rs.13.37 Crs. and marginal profit of Rs.0.33 We have crossed the half way mark of 2016-17 
Crs. as per the provisional accounts.  Both the and the performance, except the order booking 
companies are implementing modernisation of is not encouraging.  However, as per the plan 
manufacturing/testing facilities with fund for the next half it is expected to gain positive 
support from Government.growth by the end of third quarter.
Let us carry the positive energy from the last year As reported earlier, our company has achieved 
figures and strive to improve overall Rs.414.10 Crs. turnover in 2015-16, which is 
performance in 2016-17 and beyond.  the highest ever and as per the 

, the year 2015-16 also witnessed the 
highest profit of Rs.15.67 Crs.  Let me wish “HAPPY DIWALI '' to all of you.

Our subsidiary company, Keltron Components 
Complex Limited (KCCL) has improved their 
turnover to Rs.68.25 Crs. and has incurred a 
marginal loss of Rs.0.97 Crs., which is 
improvement over the previous year.  

Keltron Electro 

provisional 
accounts

Our 
another subsidiary company, 

With Best Regards

C. Prasannakumar
Managing Director

M E S S A G E
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Background thus defiling the environment. The result is 

the increased prominence of life style Rapid urbanization, shrinking of arable 
diseases in the state compared to previous land, high labour costs, low returns and  
decades. This can be solved to a great extent invariant rainfall pattern are decreasing the 
by Urban farming where food can be agricultural produce and leading to increase 
cultivated, processed, distributed and in food prices due to demand-supply 
consumed in and around the surroundings mismatch. This has resulted in food being 
producing it. Urban farming can be done by sourced from neighbouring states and 
Controlled Environment Agriculture in green distant sources. The food thus sourced has 
houses on rooftops or open space. If the price steeped up due to increased energy 
farming is done on vertically stacked layers, it cost of transportation but still unsafe for 
is called vertical farming. The Government of consumption due to high pesticide residues. 
Kerala is promoting rooftop farming by Moreover the spoilage of food is high and 
providing subsidies for polyhouse farming freshness of highly perishable vegetables 
considering the health of the people and self-and fruits reduced. The transport related 
reliance of the state in the field of horticulture.emissions in addition increases air pollution 

and carbon footprint of the food produced, 

SHERY JOSEPH GREGORY
Senior Engineer, SPG

Controlled Environment
Agriculture and
Role of Electronics

Controlled Environment
Agriculture and
Role of Electronics

Controlled Environment
Agriculture and
Role of Electronics

Controlled Environment
Agriculture and
Role of Electronics
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Green House and Types

What is  Control led Environment 

Agriculture?

window area is up to 30% of the total surface 

area. In evaporatively cooled greenhouse, Green house is a structure with walls and 
the temperature inside is regulated using roofs made chiefly of transparent material, 
water sprinklers which can be manual or such as glass or translucent material such as 
automatical ly control led when the polyethylene in which plants are grown in 
temperature exceeds the optimal level. In regulated climatic conditions. If the green 

house is made of Polyethylene, it is called a 

Polyhouse else if made of glass, a Glass 

house. The environment inside a green 

house is greatly dependent on the ventilation 

used. The main purposes of ventilation are to 

regulate the temperature and humidity to the 

optimal level, and to ensure movement of 

fresh air for photosynthesis and plant 

respiration which is achieved via use of vents 

or window nets of small mesh size on the 

green house. Small mesh size nets are used 

to avoid pests from entering the green 
Fig 1.3 High tech greenhouse.house.

Based on ventilation, greenhouses can be high tech green house, the opening and 
classified into three types closing of ventilation vents are controlled 
a) Naturally ventilated greenhouses automatically using a computer or 
b) Evaporatively cooled greenhouses microcontroller based circuit. Sunlight is 
c) High-tech greenhouses augmented by LED lights and or Metal 

reflectors. This enables every parameter 

affecting plant growth i.e. Temperature, 

Humidity, Carbon dioxide concentration, 

Light intensity, Soil moisture, Soil pH to be 

monitored using a sensor network and 

controlled using actuators. The actuators Fig 1.1 Naturally ventilated greenhouse.
actuates valves, LED Light sources, regulate 

nutrient concentration etc to achieve the 

optimal level for plant growth.

Controlled-environment agriculture (CEA) is 

a technology-based sensor driven network 

towards food production. The aim of CEA is Fig 1.2 Evaporatively cooled greenhouse.
to provide protection from daily weather 

In naturally ventilated green house, the 
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fluctuations and maintaining cost effective atomizer. Here too plants should be 

optimal growing condition throughout the externally supported and roots protected 

development of the plant at any time of the from light. However this method is expensive 

year. CEA is used in High Technology and require careful control of parameters.

greenhouses or complete Indoor farming. In Controllable parameters in CEA are 
complete indoor farming, light source is • Temperature (Air, Nutrient Solution, Root-Zone) 
entirely from artificial source such as LEDs • Humidity (%RH) 
whereas in hi-tech greenhouse, sunlight • Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
augmented by LED source and/or metal • Light (intensity, spectrum, duration)
reflectors is used.  • Nutrient concentration (PPM, EC)

 • Nutrient pH (Acidity)

Shrinking land area, depleting water 

resources, uneven distribution of annual 

rainfall are some of the challenges faced in 

open field farming. Fertilizer requirement for 

each crop varies and is not uniform 

throughout the growth cycle. CEA ensures 

optimal use of space, water and fertilizers 

while maximizing produce. Building a CEA 

Fig 1.4 Complete Indoor farming using CEA farm with sensor network, LED lights, control 

valves etc. would be expensive initially, but in CEA optimizes the use of resources such as 
the long run would produce up to 20 times as water, energy, space, capital and labour. For 
much high-quality, pesticide free produce as this, unconventional method of nutrient 
a similar sized open farm.application such as fertigation or hydroponic 

methods is used. In fertigation the essential CEA in greenhouses would be best for 

nutrients, micronutrients, etc are supplied vegetables. Produce like coconut, mango 

through water whereas in hydroponics the which requires large spaces and height has 

plant is grown in nutrient rich water or inert to be monitored using open field CEA. This 

medium without soil. Plants grown using involves monitoring the crops using remote 

fertigation or hydroponic methods receive sensing techniques in different spectral 

proper amounts of water and nutrients to the regions. Drones could also be deployed for 

root zone. Hydroponics being soil-less monitoring of large fields. 

farming requires external support for the 

plant and a pump mechanism for 
Knowledge of Plant Physiology is essential to 

continuous circulation of nutrient rich water. 
create CEA environments. Plants experience 

Plants can also be grown in air known as 
stress during high temperature, drought, 

aeroponics, where nutrients rich water is 
excess water conditions, etc. Similarly the pH 

supplied to the root-zone of plants using an 
of the soil also can cause stress if it is highly 

Need for CEA and scope

Some insights on Plant Physiology
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acidic or basic. Light plays a significant role water on the crops which bring the 

in growth and flowering of the plant. While temperature down by evaporation.

green light is reflected by the plant and least 

needed, blue and red colour lights of the 
Initial investment is one of the greatest 

visible spectrum are greatly required by the 
challenges for starting a CEA greenhouse. 

plant for growth and flowering. The 
The greenhouse being a controlled 

developmental responses of plants to the 
environment, pollination by pollinators is not 

relative lengths of day and night periods 
generally possible. Self pollination by wind or 

termed as photoperiodism is an important 
artificial pollination is the only means of 

factor in flowing plants. Certain plants 
pollination.

require long nights or short night before 

flowering.

There a number of prestigious institutions like CEA employs a feedback mechanism for 
the Kerala Agricultural university, Technical monitoring the temperature, pH value and 
university, Centre for Water resources controls the environment.  CEA employed 
development and management, KELTRON, indoor farming uses specially designed LEDs 
etc which should interact and collaborate to in those blue and red spectrum of light for 
develop a home grown sustainable model optimizing growth. CEA lengthens the day by 
for CEA. Professors and Scientists in these providing LED light to plants after sunset 
institutions should encourage research and/ or before dawn to initiate flowering.
scholars and students to take up projects in 

CEA. Government of Kerala should sponsor 
Sensors ,  ac tua tor s ,  compute r  o r  such research programmes. Once a 
microcontroller based control form the core sustainable model is developed, pilot farms 
of CEA. The sensors should be spatially should be set up in each district to educate 
placed at regular intervals for monitoring the farmers and housewives about the benefits of 
changes in environmental conditions inside CEA. Government should take steps to train 
the greenhouse. Depending upon the crop, farmers through Krishibhavans and NGOs. 
the optimal temperature, lighting, nutrient Subsidies and interest free loans for a 
application conditions vary. The actuators particular period should be provided to 
operate based on the a lgor i thm farmers who want to convert their farms to 
implemented for each crop. When CEA farms. Overall it would be a win-win 
temperature is above the threshold limit, situation for the government, people and 
solenoid valves are actuated to sprinkle environment.

Challenges

The way ahead…

Role of Electronics
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Three day sessions on 'Finance for Non Finance Personnel' organized by
Corporate HR Dept, Keltron at CMD, Thycaud in July & September, 2016  

Sri. C. Prasannakumar - Managing Director KELTRON, hoisting the National Flag on
Independence Day 2016 at Keltron House, Vellayambalam

Keltron - In Focus 
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Discussion held among KELTRON, KSEB and Power Automation – Singapore, in the presence of
Hon. Minister for Industries Sri. E.P Jayarajan on Aug 12, 2016 at Govt Secretariat

Session on 'MOUs Agreements & Contracts’ by Sri. B Bilu, DGM (CL) & CS, KELTRON,
at KELTRON HOUSE in August 2016

Keltron - In Focus 
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This write-up attempts to give an overview of a new forum NCLT is a Quasi-Judicial body exclusive for company 
created under the Companies Act 2013 which will act as a law matters, same like Income Tax Tribunals dealing 
single forum for corporate justice, in lieu of Company with Income Tax matters, National Green Tribunals 
Law Board (CLB), High Court (HC) & Board for dealing with Environmental matters and Industrial 
Industrial & Financial Reconstruction (BIFR). Tribunals dealing with labour law matters. 

National Company Law Tribunal (hereafter NCLT in 
NCLT functions through benches and as per the 

short) is a new forum notified by the Government of 
notification by The Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 

India with effect from 1st June, 2016 created under 
Judge Mahesh Mittal Kumar  (a retired Judge of the 

Companies Act, 2013, which will play a significant 
Punjab and Haryana High Court) was appointed as 

role in regulating the affairs of company form of 
the President of the NCLT. The Tribunal will consist of 

organizations in India.
Judicial Members (presently have 16 Judicial 

With the establishment of NCLT, the erstwhile existing Members) and Technical Members (presently have 09 

Company Law Board (CLB) has been dissolved and Technical Members). 11 benches of NCLT have been 

the cases pending before the CLB will be transferred already constituted – 

to NCLT. Further, the powers conferred with BIFR with 
Two benches (including a Principal Bench) at New 

respect to sick companies and Hon' ble High Courts 
Delhi

with respect to winding up, mergers, reduction of 
One bench each at following places:

capital etc. will also be handled by the NCLT. 
Ahmedabad,  Allahabad,  Bengaluru, Chandigarh, 

Introduction:
NCLT functioning & benches:

National
Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) 
- A new forum for Corporate Justice

National
Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) 
- A new forum for Corporate Justice

National
Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) 
- A new forum for Corporate Justice

National
Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) 
- A new forum for Corporate Justice

Shri. B Bilu
DGM (CL) & Company Secretary
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Chennai, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Kolkata and avoided.

Mumbai. It is to be noted that NCLT and  Debt Recovery 

More benches are being considered by the Ministry of Tribunal(DRT) will be the adjudicating agencies for the 

Corporate Affairs, and we Keralites also expect a recently passed Bankruptcy Code. While NCLT will 

bench at Cochin soon. resolve insolvency cases of companies and limited 

liability partnerships, DRT will handle cases of While the tribunals have been set up to deal with all 
individual bankruptcy.company related disputes (except any criminal 

prosecution for offences under the Companies Act), 

the powers currently provided to the NCLT and the With effect from 1st June 2016 the NCLT will have 

power over the following matters with respect to a NCLAT under the recent notifications are limited. It is 
company form of organization: expected that further notifications will soon be issued 

to allow the NCLT and the NCLAT to exercise 1. Conversion of Public company into a private 
complete gamut of powers prescribed under the company;
Companies Act.

2. Alteration of Articles of Association

3. Application for damages for fraud in the case of 
Decisions of the NCLT may be appealed to the failure to repay public deposits
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) 

4. Power to call AGM / Meetings of Members, and thereafter to Supreme Court on question of Law. 
whenever necessaryJustice S.J. Mukhopadhaya, a retired judge of the 

Supreme Court of India, has been appointed the 5. Inspection of Companies Books of accounts, in 

chairperson of the NCLAT. special cases

6. Re opening of Company's accounts

The NCLT has been empowered to exercise the 7. Removal of Auditor before the expiry of term
following powers:

8. Investigation & Appointing inspectors to investigate
1. The powers of the Company Law Board under the 

9. Relief for Oppression 
Companies Act, 1956;

10. Relief for mis-management 
2. All the powers of BIFR for revival and rehabilitation 

of sick industrial companies (not yet notified); 

It is evident from the above write-up that NCLT will 3. Power of High Court in the matters of mergers, 
pave way for a new era of regulating companies in demergers, amalgamations, winding up, etc. (not yet 
India, and will provide an effective mechanism of notified);
corporate justice. Company Secretaries (CS), 

4. Power to order repayment of deposits accepted by Chartered Accountants (CA), Cost Accountants (CMA) 
Non-Banking Financial Companies as provided in & Lawyers are authorized to appear before the NCLT 
Section 45QA of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934; to present the cases. NCLT can also appoint 

5.  Power to Review its own orders. professionals as Amicus Curiae (impartial adviser) for 

opinion on various specialised legal issues. Thus, The NCLT shall have powers and jurisdiction of the 
professionals have a very vital role to play in coming Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction 
days. Further, compliance of Companies Act 2013 (BIFR), the Appellate Authority for Industrial and 
and Rules thereunder should be viewed very seriously Financial Reconstruction (AAIFR), Company Law 
and cautiously, since company law matters now have Board, High Courts relating to compromises, 
a specialized Tribunal. arrangements, mergers, amalgamations and 

References: trilegal.com, taxguru.in, barandbench.com  reconstruction of companies, winding up etc. Thus, 

multiplicity of litigation before various courts or quasi-

judicial bodies or forums have been sought to be 

Impact of NCLT:

Appeal from NCLT:

Powers & Scope of NCLT:

Conclusion:
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Prisma is a photo-editing application that utilizes just applying a filter “on top” (as most editing apps do), 
a neural network and artificial intelligence to this new type of photo app replicates the style of one 
transform the image into an artistic effect. The image and replaces the one in your photo with it, while 
app was created by Alexey Moiseenkov (Russia), preserving the content in the latter. It basically merges 
and it was launched in June 2016 as a free both images to make it look as if an artist “painted” 
mobile app. Prisma transforms your photos into your photo with a specific style.
works of art using the styles of famous artists: Van 

Key Features:
Gogh, Picasso, Levitan, as well as world famous 

•  A beautiful and easy-to-use photo-to-art converterornaments and patterns. 
• Helps you turn memorable moments into timeless     Users can upload pictures and select a variety of 

art pieces.filters to transform the picture into an artistic 
•  iOS,  and Android apps availableeffect. The end result looks like something 
•  Variety of filters, all based on famous paintingscreated by an artist with a paintbrush on canvas 
•  Stunning photo effectsinstead of a photo.
•  Fast sharingThe (very simple) explanation is that, instead of 

app info

•  From V.O. Chidambaranar Port Trust, Tuticorin, Tamil •  From ISRO – LPSC for the assembly and testing of 1000 nos 
Nadu for design, supply, installation, commissioning, 21NA Pressure transducers - Rs 1.60 Crs. 
operation and maintenance of an RFID based Gate 

• From Health Dept., Govt. of Kerala, for creating ICT 
Access System - Rs 4.82 Crs.

infrastructure in 30 Governemnt Hospitals in 
•  From ISRO for the fabrication of space craft harness for Thiruvananthapuram, under E-Health project - Rs 1.53 Crs 

various spacecrafts - Rs 2.50 Crs
•  From Police Head  Quarters, Chattisgarh for the supply of 

• From Ahmedabad Muncipal Corporation for the Night Vision Monocular - Rs 1.43 Crs 
Restoration & Maintenance of Traffic Signals for three 

•  From General Education Dept., Govt. of Kerala, for creating 
years - Rs. 2.27 Crs

smart class rooms - Rs 1.19 Crs
•  From the Indian Navy for the manufacturing and supply 

• From National Thermal Power Corporation, Kaniha for the 
of Advanced Indigenous Distress Sonar System - Rs 

Biennial maintenance contract for Control & Instrumentation 
2.11 Crs

system - Rs 1.10 Crs
• From Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd., 

• From Northern Railway for the supply installation and 
Kudamkulam, for the annual maintenance of 

technical support of CCTV systems at DRM Office, New Delhi 
Engineered Safety Features Actuator System (ESFAS) 

- Rs 1.09 Crs.
and Automatic Facility Protection Switching (AFPS) 
equipment - Rs 2.07 Crs

MAJOR ORDERS
KELTRON has received the following orders in the 2nd quarter of FY 2016-17
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physical features and life cycle of wearer, which is 
determined by various tests performed by an 
audiologist. The device have three basic parts : A 
Microphone, Amplifier & Receiver, it receives sound 
through a microphone which converts the sound wave 
to electrical signal and send them to an amplifier, the 
amplifier will increase the power of the signal and send 
them to the ear through a receiver. The technology for 
the product is developed by C-DAC, Trivandrum, for 
which they had won the National Award for 

“TARANG” a BTE (Behind the Ear) type of “Development of Best Product and Technology to 
Hearing Aid is a small electronic device weighing empower physically impaired persons”.  Keltron has 
approx. 50 gms placed in or around the ear to taken the technology from C-DAC through a TOT and 
improve the hearing ability for those with hearing productioning is progressing at its unit in Mudadi.
loss.  The Tarang can help people to hear more 

The Unit has Order worth Rs 2.55 Crs received for audible with better clarity in both quiet and noisy 
supplying 14000 Nos of the BTE Hearing Aid which environment condition.
was successfully executed with support of C-DAC.

Tarang series are categorized by 4 types, Mild, 
Another Order worth Rs.5.57 Crs for supplying 25000 Profound, Severe & Programmable. These series 
No's of BTE Hearing Aid is expected shortly. require configuration to match the hearing loss, 

'TARANG' – 
BTE Hearing Aid  

KELTRON SMART BELL SYSTEMS
Keltron Electro Ceramics Limited,  Kuttippuram has developed a new device 
“Smart Bell Systems for Schools” with in-house Technology. The device has 
many  features viz provision for connecting conventional gong bell, making 
important announcements, to play daily prayer/National anthem, provision 
for setting Date/Time, Voice announcement along with bell for 
interval/Lunch Break/School dispersal etc.

Amplifier, Speaker, Battery, Battery charger and other optional accessories 
can also be supplied as per requirement
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Official visit of Hon. Minister for Industries, Commerce & Sports - Sri. E P Jayarajan

to Keltron House, th Vellayambalam and Keltron Equipment Complex, Karakulam on 11 Aug 2016
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43rd KELTRON DAY 
CELEBRATIONS at KELTRON HOUSE

on Aug 31 2016
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PV Sindhu created history as she became the first the Bronze in wrestling. Sakshi Malik, who created 

Indian woman to clinch silver at the Olympics. history when she won India's first medal at the Rio 

Her performance brought the nation together. Olympics 2016 becoming the first Indian woman to 

Even though she was playing against the World win a wrestling medal, was also the flag bearer at the 

Champion, Calorina Marin of Spain, Sindhu closing ceremony.

pulled off an amazing display of attacking skills Dipa Karmakar missed a bronze medal by a whisker to 
against the World No. 1 player. Sindhu won the finish fourth in the women's vault finals in the Rio 
first set with a narrow margin but continued her Games but still created history by producing the best-
brilliant effort in the other sets. Sindhu, thus, ever performance by an Indian gymnast in the 
became the fifth woman in the Indian Olympics Olympics history.
history to win a medal. Earlier Saina Nehwal had 

o KELTRON 360 congratulate Sakshi and Sindhu who won Bronze in badminton at the London 2012 
have been the medallists for India and Dipa who Olympics.
displayed immense courage and determination 

The Silver medal came after Sakshi Malik won during her competition.

You lose or you win... you are still a star!
Silver and bronze medals in olympics! Not an easy job!

No felicitation would be complete if the Thangavelu clinched a gold medal in men's high jump 

achievements of our Rio Paralympics medal T42 while Bhati won a bronze in the same event. Malik 

winners — Devendra Jhajharia, Mariyappan became the first Indian woman to bag a medal in 

Thangavelu, Deepa Malik and Varun Singh Bhati Paralympics by clinching a silver in women's F53 shot 

are ignored. Jhajharia had won the gold medal put.

in men's javelin throw F46 and is the only Indian o KELTRON 360 expresses heartfelt congratulation to 
to have clinched two gold medals in Paralympics. all the winners who made our country proud.

... and our Paralympians – the REAL LIFE HEROS 
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Winning articles and poems will be published in the subsequent issues.
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